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Never may there have been a rivalry between two English dynasties that was more         

important for the fortune of the British Isles than this of the Stuarts and Tudors. The 

two royal houses were on the one hand connected by family ties, on the other hand          

bitter enemies in a struggle for supremacy on the British Isles for many years – at last 

for the union of the English and Scottish crowns. Under James VI, King of Scotland and 

Mary Stuart’s son, the rivalling crowns were finally united in a personal union in 1603. 

As King of England and Ireland, the Scottish king also took on the name James I. 

 

Reaching back into the Wars of Scottish Independence,        

the Stewarts (later: Stuarts) were the traditional heirs 

to the Scottish throne since they had established 

family ties with King Robert the Bruce in 1315.         

The name of the House of Stewart and their history, 

nevertheless, date even further back. The name was 

derived from the official function of a steward, a person 

who had been installed to manage the Scottish kings’ 

concerns since the 12th century. In this case, the function 

also became the name of the dynasty.  

 

Trying to stop or even end the wars between 

England and Scotland in the early 16th century, 

family ties were established between the 

House of Stewart and the House of Tudor, 

which emerged from the Wars of the Roses 

as future heirs to the throne of England 

and inherited it from 1485 to 1603. Why 

the two royal houses kept shedding 

blood for several more years until 1603 

will be part of the tasks following.

Tasks 
 

�  Find information about and family trees 

of the House of Stuart and the House of Tudor 

(e. g. www.britroyals.com) in order to find out 

more about the family ties. Create your own family 

tree that shows the ties of the two royal houses from 

their earliest connection unto James VI and I. 

 

�  Work with a partner and do a research on the 

claims Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots, and Eliz-

abeth I of England, born as Elizabeth Tudor, 

had to the English throne (e. g. www.bbc. 

co.uk/guides/zxpr4wx, www.britannica.      

com). One of you is Mary, one is Elizabeth. 

Write and then hold a speech (or present your arguments in another way in 

front of class) on why your claim to the throne is stronger than your rival’s.  

 

�  Based on your findings, hold a panel discussion on the topic “The end justifies 

the means – why Mary, Queen of Scots, had to die”. Be aware that there are       

differences between film and historical facts. You may also want to include 

them in your discussion.

The Stuarts and the Tudors – rivalry unto death

Language help: 

James VI and I: say “James the sixth and first” | rivalry = Rivalität   

fortune = Schicksal  

family ties = Familienbande | supremacy = Vorherrschaft   

personal union = Personalunion 

heir (or: inheritor) = Erbe | (to) inherit = erben | (to) shed blood = Blut vergießen 

panel discussion = Podiumsdiskussion | The end justifies the means. = Der Zweck 

heiligt die Mittel.
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The British monarchy – 
then and now

Language help: 

sovereign ruler = souveräner Herrscher | constitution = Verfassung | conquer = erobern 

(to) expand the rule = die Herrschaft ausweiten | dozen = Dutzend (= zwölf)  

suffering = Leiden | (to) be subject to sb. = jmd. unterstellt sein | ties = Verbindungen 

roots = Wurzeln | (to) inherit = erben | union = hier: Vereinigung | (to) abolish = abschaffen

The roots of the British royal family nowadays lie in Mary Stuart 

and her son. Queen Elisabeth II of the House of Windsor has             

inherited the throne from her father George VI in 1952. Since 

then, many changes took place and the royals try to be more 

modern in 2018.  

 

Monarchs are nowadays no more the sovereign rulers that they 

used to be in the golden age of the Elizabethan era. Today, the 

British royals still have the highest social status, but the political 

power they once possessed is limited to formal constitutional 

roles. Beginning with the establishing of the British Empire in 

the late 16th century under the reign of Elisabeth I, the English 

monarchs managed to expand and maintain their rule in many 

parts of the world until World War II. The union of the Scottish 

and English crowns under James VI and I in 1603 was yet                

another milestone. But it was already then that the parliament 

managed to gain influence on the country’s politics trying to 

limit the monarch’s power. 

 

In most European countries there are no monarchs anymore, 

only some lords could keep their titles at all. How was it possible 

to conquer new territory in all parts of the world and keep at 

least the social status of the royals until today? Using the gained 

military and sea power, the monarchs expanded their rule over 

dozens of countries. The history of the British Empire is one of 

conquest and suffering of the native inhabitants of the countries 

that were made subject to the crown. Nevertheless, the ties           

between the former mother country and its colonies still exist 

today, since most of the former subjects to the crown are              

nowadays members of the Commonwealth of Nations.

Tasks 
 

�  Find out more about the most         

important historical events             

concerning the British monarchy. 

Create a timeline with roundabout 

ten events. Begin with the union of 

Scotland and England in 1603 and 

end today. 

 

�  Do a research on the constitutional 

monarchy in the UK. Focus on the 

political functions and powers of 

the British monarch. Get ready to 

present your results in front of class. 

 

�  What are royals nowadays doing      

all day long? Create a profile for a 

member of the British royal family 

of your choice. Include major              

characteristics as well as his/her 

tasks and functions. 

 

�  Is it still important to have a king       

or queen in our “modern” world?       

In a letter to the British Parliament,    

discuss whether Britain should 

abolish the monarchy. 

 


